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ABSTRACT Molecular detection of biological agents in the field has traditionally relied on the use of quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR), which now includes commercially available instruments that can be used in the laboratory or field. Adapting this technology for field-forward applications necessitated innovation to minimize size, weight, and power requirements. Rugged, portable instruments, efficient power sources, freeze-dried reagents, data communications, and standard operating procedures for minimally trained users are some examples of limitations that have been overcome to allow qPCR-based data to be generated at the point of need. Despite the high specificity and sensitivity of qPCR, the assays require a priori sequence-based knowledge of the etiological agent to design and produce specific targeted assays with primers and probes. However, in many cases the etiological agent may not be known and pathogen identification must rely on the use of an untargeted screening method. By extracting, preparing, and sequencing all of the genomic material in a particular sample at once, known as metagenomics, a less biased view of the biological entities in that sample can be ascertained. Using metagenomics methods in the field requires the development and optimization of straightforward sample preparation, sequencing, and bioinformatics workflows reminiscent of the challenges faced during the development of field-forward qPCR 15 years ago. To review the state of qPCR and sequencing in the field, we summarized a panel discussion from the 2019 ASM Biothreats Conference. Our discussion focused on the development, evolution, and comparison of molecular methods for biological agents and their utility in the field.
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Deployment of a laboratory capability outside the clinical laboratory walls is the necessary response to diseases that readily cross international borders. The Laboratory Without Walls is our answer to diseases without borders.
—Timothy J. J. Inglis (1)

Detection, identification, and characterization of biological agents, especially in the field, is a constant challenge due to the complex and variable nature of biological material. Traditionally, the most sensitive methods require the use of culture-based approaches, which allow for pathogen identification through demonstration of viability. Culture-based methods require specific equipment and laboratory personnel, and early PCR relied on a priori knowledge of the suspected pathogen. In addition,
culture-based pathogen detection requires high turnaround times (TAT), from days to months, depending on the organism. Therefore, a variety of culture-independent diagnostic tests (CIDTs), especially those employing nucleic acid amplification and next-generation sequencing (NGS), have been developed for rapid pathogen detection and are better suited for field applications (2). By coupling sample triage via molecular methods at the point of need (PON) with expedient sample transport to a fixed laboratory setting, the TAT for pathogen detection is greatly reduced. Many organizations, including military defense, intergovernmental-international, public and veterinary health, and law enforcement, deploy field laboratories in various applications, such as detection of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), infectious disease outbreaks, and treaty verification (3). Since targeted assays limit pathogen detection to the number of targets included in the assay panel, further efforts are needed to fully develop unbiased sample analysis in the field. These efforts should focus on the development of rugged laboratory instruments, especially size, weight, and power (SWaP), reagents without the need for cold storage, and simple standard operating procedures (1).

The most common field-forward technology relies on using PCR, which was discovered by the late Kary Mullis in 1985 and revolutionized molecular biology (4). This discovery earned K. Mullis the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1993 and has since evolved to enable real-time analysis and quantitation of target nucleic acids through the use of real-time or qPCR instruments and corresponding chemistries (5). Real-time detection of target nucleic acids is based on the utilization of fluorescent, intercalating dyes or dually labeled probes containing a fluorophore and quencher, such as TaqMan hydrolysis probes or single-labeled fluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET) hybridization probes (6–8). The most commonly used method, TaqMan, utilizes Taq polymerase for the amplification of target DNA and hydrolysis of the dually labeled probe, resulting in an increase in fluorescence that is detected by the instrument. Alternatively, the use of FRET probes or intercalating dyes enables both the detection of target DNA and melting curve analysis (sample fluorescence versus temperature) where post-PCR amplification yields melting peaks (first negative derivative of sample fluorescence versus temperature) according to single-nucleotide sequences (9).

The availability of targeted qPCR assays, especially those designed and validated for commercial use, has increased the advantages of this technology, since the suspected target agent can be detected within a few hours with minimal hands-on time. Real-time thermal cyclers have evolved to enable the simultaneous analysis of up to 384 samples in a single run (10–12). In addition, the use of multiplex assays allows for testing of more than one target and the incorporation of internal controls in a single sample. Alternatively, field-forward qPCR instruments are smaller, lightweight, rugged instruments with lower throughput to enable sample analysis in the field (13).

Since the confirmation of the three-dimensional structure of DNA by Watson and Crick, there has been a significant amount of research and progress made toward developing methods for reading the genetic code inscribed in DNA molecules. The ability to read DNA sequences was revolutionized by the advent of Fred Sanger’s chain termination method (14, 15). This breakthrough Sanger sequencing method established the first generation of DNA sequencing and serves as the gold-standard method for DNA analysis (16). The second generation of sequencing, often referred to as NGS, was significant for its introduction of massively parallel sequencing, allowing for higher throughput of sequencing millions of reads per run (17). Currently, the third generation of DNA sequencing, in its nascent stages, is focused on the sequencing of single DNA molecules (18). Long-read sequencing technologies are currently available to perform this innovative sequencing method (19, 20). Advancements in NGS protocols and instrumentation have enabled faster sample analysis with reduced cost. The use of NGS-based approaches offers the advantage of unbiased, metagenomic analysis of a sample without the need for any a priori knowledge of the suspected etiological agent. NGS-based sample analysis is beneficial for the detection of polymicrobial infections, detection of antimicrobial resistance, surveillance, and identification of novel pathogens in a single assay. In addition, this method allows for pathogen identification where
other targeted approaches may fail. Despite the advantages, there has not been widespread adaptation of these methods in the field due to the need for cold storage, use of large instrumentation, and a trained bioinformatician. In recent years, commercially available, handheld devices capable of sequencing in the field have enabled pathogen detection in <6 h (21–23). Meeting operational constraints in the field, such as remote power, eliminating cold storage, and incorporating simple, intuitive product design, have allowed minimally trained users to run tests and report results (24). However, further development for sample preparation and data analysis is required to enable the implementation of sequencing for routine sample analysis.

In general, as the technology for qPCR and NGS continue to advance, the utility of NGS in the field is less mature than current qPCR products and their concepts of operation. Currently, qPCR still maintains higher analytical sensitivity, specificity, reproducibility, and ease of use over NGS. In addition, qPCR has an advantage in turnaround time for actionable results and lower cost per test (2). However, NGS retains the advantage of discovery power and scalability in the number of markers that can be analyzed simultaneously (25, 26). Significant progress has been made to address SWaP and the portability and ruggedness of performing qPCR and NGS in field-forward settings (27, 28). Our workshop, “Detection of Biological Agents: Then and Now,” focused on the development, evolution, and comparison of qPCR and sequencing as related to the challenge and these associated issues (Fig. 1).

WORKSHOP DESIGN, STRUCTURE, AND TOPICS

The panel discussion, moderated by Kenneth Yeh, included Matt Scullion, Bryan Gnade, Anthony Jones, Kay Mereish, Joe Russell, and Chris Whittier. Our objective was to craft a relevant discussion on two convergent areas of technical and operational concepts that would be moderated among expert panelists. Before the panel discussion, the moderator and team worked with the panelists to define topics, objectives, and questions. Our objective also included collaborating to develop and publish the findings of our panel discussion to further reinforce the value of presenting relevant topics and issues at scientific conferences, especially those presented through professional organizations such as the American Society for Microbiology (ASM).

DISCUSSION

First movers and fast followers. The products and related systems developed for field-forward applications, including technologies based on qPCR and NGS, come from companies and performers that can be termed “first movers and fast followers,” which was derived from an industrial economics model that has been applied to marketing technology (29). Often first movers are considered the pack leaders, pioneers, and first
to market by performing as the tip of the spear. They have successfully applied novel technology through patenting research and development concepts, accelerated their product development, especially with early end user champions, and leveraged strategic sales, marketing with business, and successful market entry (30). Simon Sinek coined the Law of Diffusion, which is a theory on how, why, and how fast new ideas and technology spread where first movers and fast followers are at the forefront of this ecosystem. Although second to market, fast followers have first-mover characteristics and are still competitive and agile.

Earlier, the military and defense focused on capabilities and requirements for detecting biological agents in the field, which the 2001 anthrax attacks in the U.S. amplified, resulting in broader efforts across the U.S. government, thereby creating a biodefense enterprise along with related security applications. In order for qPCR and NGS products to be successful in the field, operational discriminators, including ease of use, portability, ruggedness, speed, sensitivity, specificity, reproducibility, discovery power, and throughput, need to be balanced. Based on our literature search (25–28, 31, 32) and the panel’s observations, we present a notional qualitative comparison of the two technologies that can serve as the basis for a further questionnaire to collect data and feedback from end users (Fig. 2).

Costs, in terms of consumables per test, life cycle, instrument maintenance/warranties, and operator training, are also important. Our panel discussion included expert panelists representing examples of first movers and fast followers in the field.

(i) qPCR. One first mover for molecular detection of biological agents in the field was BioFire, formerly Idaho Technology, Inc. BioFire optimized an existing laboratory-based qPCR platform, called the R.A.P.I.D., for field-forward applications. During the mid-1990s to the early 2000s, this optimization focused on making a rugged instrument and developing freeze-dried reagents and automated software analysis to aid in field logistics and improve ease of use.

BioFire also fielded three different military field PCR systems (RAZOR, JBAIDS, and FilmArray) for biologic identification with FDA clearances, including a clinical laboratory improvement amendments (CLIA)-waived system. In the mid-2000s, they developed the field portable system RAZOR, working with the U.S. Special Operations Command. They incorporated the features from the previous generation of field-ready qPCR systems (rugged, freeze-dried reagents, and autoanalysis), minimized the system footprint, and added battery power. The most important advancement they made was in
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its ease of use by eliminating pipetting and minimizing the number of steps required to generate results. In the last decade, BioFire further integrated their systems with sample preparation and increased their multiplex capacity, all while improving the ease of use and reducing the number of steps to obtain results.

Future technology includes “Extreme PCR,” which is a phrase coined by its inventor, Carl Wittwer (one of Idaho Technology’s and BioFire’s founders), and refers to techniques that can shorten qPCR runs from tens of minutes to tens of seconds. While the current time to results (TTR) for a multiplexed CLIA-waived test of 45 min is acceptable, it does not fully satisfy the needs of the point-of-care market.

(ii) Sequencing. The sequencing space has seen several iterations of first movers and fast followers, many of which transitioned into first casualties and fast burials. The most notable and dramatic instances of the latter were primarily seen in second-generation sequencing. Pyrosequencing (e.g., 454), semiconductor sequencing (e.g., Ion Torrent), and sequencing by ligation (e.g., SOLiD) all brought unique advantages with their technology and enjoyed brief periods of substantial market penetration. However, their advantages could not eclipse the quality and reliability of first-generation chain-terminator sequencing (which some will argue still maintains gold-standard status) or compete with the throughput, read length, and low per-base cost of third-generation platforms, such as sequencing by synthesis (i.e., Illumina), single-molecule sequencing (i.e., PacBio), or nanopore sequencing (i.e., Oxford Nanopore Technologies [ONT]). However, even among the third-generation offerings dominating the market for the past 5 years, critical differentiating factors are emerging that indicate where the sequencing market is moving and how sequencing data will be leveraged in the next 5 to 10 years. Among the leading third-generation platforms mentioned above, ONT can be considered a first mover in field-forward sequencing, or sequencing outside of a traditional brick-and-mortar laboratory at or near the location of sampling. It is the first and, as of now, only sequencing platform that can be reasonably considered to be portable. The paradigm shift associated with portable sequencing is centered on the potential for sequence-based information being generated at the point of need rather than traditional hospitals, advanced clinical settings, or research laboratories. In other words, the benefits of positive health outcomes, biosphere management, and natural product discovery associated with genomic sequencing will no longer be limited to those fortunate enough to live in close proximity to more traditional research facilities. The option of bringing the laboratory to the sample, rather than the other way around, is now feasible. Therein, however, lies the remaining development challenges in order to fully realize the small form factor of emerging sequencing hardware: you still need to bring the laboratory. Front-end sample preparation (i.e., nucleic acid extraction, target molecule enrichment, library preparation, etc.), as well as back-end data analysis (i.e., bioinformatics, taxonomy assignment, sequence assembly, functional annotation, phylogeny, etc.) lag behind the sequencing hardware as related to portability and usability. The full, end-to-end process of portable sequencing has a much larger footprint than the hardware itself. To effectively support and execute the full process, one needs (i) a robust portable power source to support (ii) substantial computational capacity needed for basecalling and analyzing sequence data, (iii) cold-storage solutions for flow cells and sequencing reagents, (iv) an ergonomic approximation of a laboratory workbench to perform manual workflow steps and access different pipettes, pipette tips, and other consumables, (v) biosafety and biohazard storage/disposal options, and (vi) accessory hardware/devices for library preparation (e.g., thermocycler, minicentrifuge, etc.), at a minimum. ONT has developed some accessory hardware to address some of these issues, namely, the Voltrax device (an automated library preparation device) and the MiniIT (a GPU-based computational device that integrates the MinION operating software and rapid basecalling). Recently, ONT has developed a field sequencing kit comprised of lyophilized reagents that do not require cold storage. Third-party developers have begun to innovate further solutions, such as FPGA-mediated basecalling that improves on the scalability of the MiniIT (33), optimized algorithms to more efficiently analyze nanopore data (34, 35), and mobile
laboratory structures that arrange logistical requirements into single-person portable configurations (e.g., http://www.mriglobal.org/2018/11/08/mercury-labs/). Fast followers to ONT’s first-mover advantage include integrated device manufacturers such as Ontera, makers of a nanopore-based molecular detection platform in a portable form factor. While not explicitly a sequencing technology, this platform offers a novel method of detecting molecular signatures from a range of targets, including DNA, RNA, and protein, in point-of-need settings.

Significant innovation potential remains in streamlined, push-button bioinformatics software with graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and standardized reporting nomenclature, as well as automation of wet-lab processing steps (e.g., DNA/RNA extraction from various sample matrices, molecular enrichment, sequencing library preparation, etc.). Such innovation will be necessary to move the technology into routine biosurveillance and clinical settings subject to regulatory frameworks. Regulatory frameworks themselves will need to evolve to accommodate emerging markets of validated sequence-based point-of-care diagnostic tests, point-of-sampling food safety and agriculture surveillance tests, point-of-entry supply chain authentication tests, and forensic human identification, to name a few examples. Ethical policy related to human DNA testing has not kept pace with the utility of field-forward sequencing. Recent DNA testing at the U.S. and Mexico border and consumer DNA testing at large have highlighted the need for established norms on consent, acceptable procurement, and legal use of a person’s genomic data.

Given the diversity of sample matrices, genome-based maladies, functional utility of genomic information in biosurveillance, and lack of regulatory and policy consensus on the generation and use of genomic information in novel settings, a robust emerging market addressing these concepts is poised to rapidly grow over the coming decade.

**Retrospective example in the field: issue of weaponized anthrax.** After the first and second Gulf Wars, the United Nations formed two special commissions: United Nations Special Commission (UNSCOM) and then United Nations Monitoring, Verification, and Inspection Commission (UNMOVIC) to inspect, verify, destroy, and monitor weapons of mass destruction (WMD) of Iraq. Iraq produced several biological agents and weaponized them by filling certain munitions, such as the R400 bomb. The inspectors’ approach to this task was similar to that of a forensic scientist, thereby accounting for and verifying what Iraq declared for production, weaponization, and unilateral destruction. Although the UNSCOM’s work often rests on UN Security Council decisions and related diplomatic and political factors, their experts in the field were very much fast followers when adapting new technology. In 2002, UNMOVIC fielded a mobile laboratory that had chemical and biological analysis capabilities. In the biological analysis, the laboratory heavily relied on qPCR (Idaho Technology), immunoassay techniques, and others funded by different governments.

In 2002, UNMOVIC was permitted to excavate a site declared to be where anthrax-filled R400 bombs were destroyed. The inspectors unearthed 8 intact bombs, filled with liquid, which were suspected to contain *Clostridium botulinum*, aflatoxin, or anthrax, because those agents were declared to fill R400 bombs. The verification of the R400 bombs’ contents followed a primary, secondary, and tertiary process (Fig. 3).

The primary verification process started with safe drilling to discern if the R400s were filled with chemical warfare agents, and then the samples were taken to the field laboratory and screened for chemical warfare agents and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and PCR technology to identify the biological agent (Fig. 4). In this case, potassium permanganate, which the Iraqis used to deactivate the biological agent-filled bombs, presented a challenge as a chemical interferent to the PCR analysis. Besides chemical interferents, earlier issues included performing DNA extraction, which was limited by the current quality of kits used in the field.

The secondary and tertiary verification process was done at the reference laboratory by following standard chain-of-custody procedures, while the primary process was done by the UNMOVIC’s inspectors on-site. Two international reference laboratories
tested the samples for chemical warfare and biological warfare agents, and the results confirmed the presence of potassium permanganate and *Bacillus anthracis* DNA. The results of the reference laboratory analysis were reported to the Security Council. The genome of *Bacillus anthracis* was identified using a multilocus variable number of tandem repeat analysis (ML-VNTR), published in 2000 (36).

Retrospectively, the UNMOVIC field laboratory deployed for testing biological warfare agents was the first of its kind, and it was successful in making analyses in a field-forward setting where samples were confidently shipped to reference laboratories for confirmation. Back in 2003, UNMOVIC proposed to apply qPCR analysis at the Al Hakam facility, which was the Iraqi disposal site for bulk agent. Although inspectors could not convince the UN to validate their proposed protocol for field use, their results from the field laboratory in conjunction with the results from the reference laboratories could have been used as a model to support the ongoing negotiations to establish a verification protocol for the Biological Weapons Convention (BWC) by an *ad hoc* group of experts. Currently, there are no further negotiations or plans to establish a verification protocol for the BWC similar to that of the Chemical Weapons Convention.

**Other experiences from the field.** In addition to the treaty verification example, which applied qPCR in the field and confirmatory sequencing at a reference laboratory, our expert panelists described their experiences as fast followers in the field. Examples
for military (clinical diagnostics) and wildlife health applications were described. Their experiences, which mainly used qPCR platforms, reflect the need and objective for rapid identification of biological agents in addition to the use of mature products, such as detection assays, to meet PON.

(i) 2014–2016 Outbreak of Ebola. When the U.S. military deployed to West Africa in response to the outbreak of Ebola in 2014, they faced a significant challenge to meet a workload that would eventually total over 32,000 samples tested from 2014 to 2016. The EZ1 Ebola Zaire assay, developed by the Diagnostic Systems Division at USAMRIID, was utilized by a team of Army, NIAID, and local national laboratorians working at the Liberian Institute for Biomedical Research to meet this need. Thanks to some forward thinkers, the EZ1 assay had been prepositioned with the FDA as a “Pre-EUA” test for the BioFire JBAIDS, Roche LightCycler, and ABI 7500 Fast DX systems. It was quickly updated and subsequently authorized for emergency use (EUA) by the FDA in August 2014, making it the first EUA Ebola assay available for U.S. personnel in the affected region. The ability to develop content on open platforms was critical to the success of the EZ1 assay. This demonstrated the obvious benefit to working with more open platforms that are more usable, and in a resource-constrained environment this development philosophy complements other efforts seeking fully cleared in vitro diagnostic (IVD) devices. The vision of the DOD’s diagnostics development leadership more than a decade ago, along with the large number of personnel willing to deploy to the region and committed local laboratory staff, succeeded in meeting the challenge of the 2014–2016 Ebola outbreak.

(ii) Afghanistan. U.S. DOD doctrine lists five roles, or levels, of medical care patients may receive across first care: Role 1 (unit level), Role 2 (emergency trauma care), Role 3 (medical treatment facility), and Role 4 (hospitals). Another example of military and defense experience was related to a deployment in Afghanistan, which was at a Role 3 medical treatment facility in Afghanistan. The priority of the Role 3 medical treatment facility was on blood bank and blood chemistry, which can be measured using handheld devices, such as the Abbott Piccolo and i-STAT. The BioFire JBAIDS allowed us to have a field diagnostic system. The first challenge was making space in a mobile Conex-type laboratory to account for microbiology and molecular biology, which required clean and dirty areas.

The next challenge in the deployment was being familiar with the technology and associated concept of operations, i.e., organizing and quickly setting all of the necessary components and material. Completing simple operational tasks, such as managing computer passwords and routine communication issues that were not easily resolved, became very time-consuming in a demanding and unforgiving environment. Two JBAIDS instruments were used: one was functional and the other was for spare parts. Overall the system was compact, but material such as extraction kits and assorted consumable boxes were still larger than those used by our contemporaries in biochemistry. Cold-chain storage was unreliable and virtually nonexistent. Despite the operational challenges, the technology helped us get results relatively quickly but required technical expertise.

(iii) Understanding disease transmission in wildlife. Examining wildlife health in remote places was the third experience mentioned by one of the panelists. The example of testing wild mountain gorillas for *Campylobacter*, which is difficult to culture in the field, showed that qPCR technologies can be useful and practical for early detection of a pathogen and containing a potential outbreak (37). As noted, the ability to perform qPCR and sequencing in the field reduces TAT of results, which also benefits wildlife by rapidly informing treatment, potentially even while the animal is still anesthetized. Similar challenges for performing qPCR in the field, such as instrument power and lack of cold-chain storage, were also noted. When animal samples can be reliably obtained and analyzed *in situ* by qPCR, the timely results are valuable and often lower or remove the need for complicated export and import of animal samples that might be subject to various international trade regulations, such as CITES.
One important challenge, noted by a panelist who learned it as a Ph.D. student and is still challenged by it as a Ph.D. professor, was the expense of the laboratory instrumentation, whether it is a qPCR or sequencing instrument. This cost remains a budget obstacle for most academics working with wildlife. He underscored the importance of loaner and demo programs allowing investigators to borrow otherwise costly instruments in order to expand the applications of these technologies and advance diagnostics on wildlife and the understanding of how pathogens interact with their hosts. The panelist also reminded participants that these technologies fit well with the One Health approach of recognizing the shared health issues between animals, humans, plants, and the greater environment by better enabling discovery and investigation of shared infectious disease agents and their natural ecology.

WORKSHOP FINDINGS

The purpose of our panel was 2-fold: catalyzing a discussion and creating awareness on (i) the technical aspect of qPCR and sequencing, which have similar direct and targeted approaches, with NGS offering greater discovery power, and (ii) the operational aspect of performing these methods in the field, which are parallel, and qPCR arguably is more mature. From our discussion, which included audience questions, our panel identified the following points related to utility and future challenges.

Current qPCR and sequencing methods are complementary and interdependent. While orthogonal technologies such as immuno-based assays have value, qPCR systems designed for field-based applications are the most robust due to significant investment in optimization of the chemistry and instrumentation (SWaP). Technologies for qPCR and sequencing are related and intertwined, for example, strains need to be sequenced in order to develop new and improved qPCR assays. In addition, robust qPCR and sequencing at the PON offset obstacles for sending sample material out of countries where permission issues and sensitivities exist.

The advent of funding for biodefense research and development attracted scientists, especially those in the life sciences industry, and created an enterprise (38). Related industries, such as environmental testing, also shifted to meet the needs in biodefense. Since lower cost allows for greater end user adoption, manufacturers still require consistent funding opportunities and incentives in order to sustain their research and development in otherwise reactive markets to bridge the “valley of death” gap for their products. At the opposite end of the spectrum, one panelist noted the importance of prioritizing underrepresented research topics, such as environment and wildlife biology. The funding opportunities are few and tend to get grouped in larger clinical opportunities.

Maintaining effective qPCR assays is a continuing challenge. The effect of signature erosion is when a given qPCR assay has reduced sensitivity and specificity when tested against new strains. The quality of a qPCR assay is dependent on continual testing and evaluation against novel isolates and/or known strains that have mutated in nature. This requires time and resources in terms of a reach-back laboratory with high-throughput sequencing capacity. In addition to sample inhibition mentioned in the UNMOVIC example, sample volume imposes limitations on testing, and as a result nondestructive analysis methods are also needed to accommodate the spectrum of different biological and chemical methods.

As an example from the clinical diagnostic perspective, BioFire Defense is developing a tropical disease panel that can detect approximately 20 pathogens simultaneously, and the development requires significant time for testing, validation, an institutional review board (IRB), and clinical trials around the world. This process is lengthy, and the intended use of the diagnostic assay is carefully defined. As outbreaks happen, sequence data are reviewed to see if the assay will be efficacious in detecting the causative agent. While this is part of product maintenance, there is often a lag between an outbreak and the availability of sequence data or samples. This delay is compounded by the geopolitical pressures around sample and information sharing and concerns over reportable diseases. As qPCR and sequencing platforms become easier
to use, people will begin testing in creative ways and in various locations. There is often no standard policy in place for when an unexpected disease is identified. Subsequently, an interesting problem has resulted where customers often request to “hide” results for targets on our panels when they have no policy for dealing with a positive result.

In closing, the panel wholly agreed that greater scientific transparency is mutually beneficial. While exchanging sequencing data through shared transfers is more convenient, the need for better exchange of isolate material in goodwill is still important to continue fulfilling scientific transparency. As a whole, this starts with working collaborations and building trust in a consistent, bilateral manner. Examples include partners doing research while actively engaging with partner country governments and allowing them to have a voice and ownership. This was exemplified in Liberia following the 2014–2015 outbreak of ebolavirus. Together, we should all advocate for continued scientific transparency.
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